
Seeking shutters for super-sized  
windows? Supaspan it!

Light-filled, sun-drenched spaces with 
uninterrupted views of nature are top of 
the wish-list for many Kiwis contemplating 
building a luxury home. When it comes 
to window design, that means bigger is 
better as we seek to bring as much of the 
outdoors, in. 

However, options have been limited 
when it comes to specifying the ideal 
window treatment for over-sized 
glazing. At Aspect Blinds and Shutters, 
we’re pleased to announce the perfect 
solution. Supaspan is our new wooden 
shutter product, specifically designed 

for super-sized windows.

SUPERSIZED SHUTTERS



Introducing 
Supaspan
When it comes to providing 
shutters for super-sized windows, 
our Supaspan name says it all! 
Along with offering the attractive 
finish and features that our Aspect 
Blinds and Shutters products are 
renowned for, Supaspan is the 
widest timber shutter option in 
New Zealand.

Why Supaspan is already receiving acclaim

Sometimes bigger really is better, and here are just a few 
of the reasons why our new Supaspan wooden louvre 
shutters are proving so popular – particularly among 
architects and specifiers:

• 1,300mm wide pannels for sliders and hinged panels -  
 far surpassing the standard 1,080mm for sliders and  
 950mm for standard hinged shutters

• Ideal for expansive windows

• Perfect for ranch sliders

• Best option for shapes

• Manufactured to our exacting quality standards,  
 backed by superb customer service from our Aspect  
 Blinds and Shutters team

Innovation that makes an impression

Our Supaspan range offers all the functional benefits of 
interior wood shutters. With many over-sized windows 
rightly taking pride of place in the heart of the home, 
New Zealand architects, specifiers and interior 
designers now have the option of maximising the views 
outdoors for their clients without compromising on 
style.

Superior style and construction

Available in a range of painted colours, the Supaspan 
range perfectly matches the look of our standard-sized 
basswood louvre wooden shutters.

Supaspan has also been developed using re-enforced 
mortice and tenon joints, as well as highly engineered 
blades to ensure these will not twist or warp with age.

SUPERSIZED SHUTTERS
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To learn more about our Supaspan range, and how it could be 
the perfect interior wooden shutter solution for your home, 
contact your Aspect  Shutters retailer today.

Speak to your 
consultant today




